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Introduction

We say that (Vu V2; F) is a Heegaard splitting of the 3-sphere S3, if both
F xand V2 are handlebodies, S3=V1ΌV2 and V1nV2=dVι=dV2=F. Then F
is called a Heegaard surface of *S3.

Let K be a knot in S3. Then it is well known that there exists a Heeagard
surface of S3 which contains K, Thus we define h(K) as the minimum genus
among all Heegaard surfaces of S3 containing K, and we call it the A-genus of
K. We note here that any two Heegaard surfaces of *S3 with the same genus
are mutually ambient isotopic ([11]).

By the definition, it follows that h(K)=0 if and only if K is a trivial knot
and that h(K)=l if and only if K is a torus knot. Hence if h(K)=l then K
is prime. In this paper we show:

Theorem. Let Kλ and K2 be non-trivial knots in S3. If h{K$K2)=
2,thenh(K1)=h(K2)=l.

On the other hand, we show the following two propositions.

Proposition 1. Let Kγ and K2 be non-trivial knots in S3 with (1, \)-decont-
positions. Suppose neither Kλ nor K2 are torus knots. Then h(K1)=h(K2)=

Here, we say that a knot K admits a (g, /^-decomposition, if there is a genus
g Heegaard splitting (Vu V2\ F) of *S3 such that VfΓϊK is a 6-string trivial arc
system in V{ ( ί = l , 2) (cf. [2] and [6]).

REMARK. Since every 2-bridge knot admits a (1, l)-decomposition, there
are infinitely many knots satisfying the hypthesis of Proposition 1.

Proposition 2. Let n be an integer greater than 1 and Kn the knot illustrated
in Figure 1. Then h(Kn) = 3 and h{Kn$K)=3 for any 2-bridge knot K.
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Figure 1

By Propositions 1 and 2, concerning λ-genus we have the following "equali-
ties": 2 + 2 = 3 , 3 + 1=3 and 3 + 2 = 3 . Hence it seems difficult to determine
h(Kx) and h(K2) when h(K^K2)=3.

Next, let t(K) be the tunnel number of a knot K in *S3. Here the tunnel
number of K is the minimum number of mutually disjoint arcs properly em-
bedded in the exterior of K in S3 whose complementary space is a handlebody.
We call the family of such arcs an unknotting tunnel system for K. Concern-
ing the relation between t(K) and h(K)y C. Morin and M. Saito pointed out the
following fact.

Fact. t(K)<h(K)<t(K)+l.

By Fact, we have the Venn diagram illustrated in Figure 2. For behavior
of tunnel number of knots under connected sum, see [4], [5], [6], [7] and [9].

t<2

Figure 2
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1. Proof of Fact and Propositions 1 and 2

Proof of Fact. Let {Ti, 72, "'yΎt(κ)} be an unknotting tunnel system for
K. Put VX=N(K) UiV(72U <y2U - U ΎHK)) and V2=cl(SP-Vι)9 where N(K) is
a regular neighborhood of K in S 3 and iV(71U72U •• l)Ύt(κ)) a regular neigh-
borhood of γx U 72U ••• U 7t(κ) in E(K)=cl(S3-N(K)). Then by the definition
of the tunnel number t(K), (Vly F2) is a genus £(i£)+l Heegaard splitting of *S3.
Since K is a core of a handle of VUK is ambient isotopic to a loop in dVv

Hence we have h(K)<t(K)+l.
Conversely, let (Vu F 2 ; F) be a genus h(K) Heegaard splitting of S3 such

that K is contained in F. Let Γ be a core graph of Vly i.e. cl(yx—N(T)) is
homeomorphic to F x / , where / is a unit interval. Let α be a "trivial" arc con-
necting a point in K and a point in Γ. Then, since cl(VΊ—N(T)) is homeomor-
phic to F x /, cl(S3—N(Γ U α U i^)) is a genus h(K)+1 handlebody. This shows
that K has an unknotting tunnel system consisting of h(K) arcs. Hence we
have t(K)<h(K). This completes the proof of the fact. •

To prove Propostion 1, we prepare a lemma.

Lemma 1. A knot K admits a (\, \)-decomposition if and only if there
is a genus two Heegaard splitting (Vly V2; F) of S3 satisfying the following con-
ditions : K is contained in F} and there is a cancelling disk pair (Dly D2) of (Vly V2)
such that DιC\K is a single point.

Here, we say that (Dly D2) is a cancelling disk pair of (Vly V2) if Ό{ is a non-
separating disk properly embedded in Vi(i=ίy2) and DλΓ\D2= dD1f)dD2 is
a single point.

Proof of Lemma 1. Suppose K admits a (1, l)-decomposition. Then
there is a genus one Heegaard splitting (Wu W2) of *S3 such that W^K is a
trivial arc properly embedded in Wiy say aiy (i=l, 2). Let N^) be a regular
neighborhood of ax in Wλ. Let Cλ and C{ be the components of N{a^) Π dWv

Then Ci U Cί is two disks which is a regular neighborhood of daλ in dWλ. Since
ax is a trivail arc in Wu there is a disk in Wly say Ey such that dE is a union of
cci and an arc in dWλy say γ l β We may assume that γx Π Cx (7χ Γ) C{ resp.) is an
arc, say β1 (βί resp.). Put ΔX=E Π iVίαO and D1=cl(E—A1).

Put F1=ί/(W/'1—N(ai)). Then FΊ is a genus two handlebody and Z>! is a
non-separating disk properly embedded in Vx. Put V2=W2\JN(aι). Then
(Fi, F2) is a genus two Heegaard splitting of *S3. Let C2U Cί be the image of
C1[jCί in 3ίF2. Since a2 is a trivial arc in W2y there is disk in W2y say Δ2,
such that 3Δ2 is a union of a2 and an arc in 3PF2, say γ2. We may assume that
γ2 Π C2 (72 Π C2 resp.) is an arc, say β2 (βί resp.). Moreover we may assume that
βi (βl resp.) is identified with β2 (βΊ resp).
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Put i4=Δ 1 UΔ 2 in V2. Then by the above observation, A is an annlus in
V2 such that dA is a union of K and a loop in dV2y say K\ Then we can regard
K' as K. Let D2 be a disk properly embedded in N(a1) parallel to Cv Then
D2 is a non-separating disk properly embedded in V2 intersecting K' in a single
point. Moreover by the definition of Dγ and D2y we see that (j^, D2) is a can-
celling disk pair of the Heegaard splitting (Vly V2). This completes the proof of
"if" part of the lemma.

Conversely by tracing back the above argument, we complete the proof

of the lemma. •

Proof of Propostion 1. By Lemma 1, for ί = l , 2 , we have a genus two
Heegaard splitting (V{, Vi'^F1) of 5 3 satisfying the following conditions: K{ is
contained in Fh F}ΓlFi=0 and there is a cancelling disk pair (D{, Z)£) of
(V), Vί) such that Z){ ΠϋΓf is a single point. Hence h(Kλ)<2 and h(K2)<2.
Let N(D{) bϊ a regular neighborhood of D[ in V[ ( i = l , 2), and put f/{-=i:/(F{-
N(Di)). Let PF! be a genus three handlebody in S3 obtained from U\ and U\
by identifying c/(9?7ί-9Fi) with cl(dU\-dV\\ and put ϊF2=rf(5f3-ϊΓ1). Then
since (D{, Di) is a cancelling disk pair of (Fί, FΊ>), (Wlf W2) is a genus three
Heegaard splitting of AS3. Moreover since D[ ΓΊ K is a single point, K^K2 is con-
tained in ΘŴ  (see Figure 3). Hence we have k(Ki#K2)^3. On the other hand,
since K{ is not a torus knot ( i = l , 2), we have h(K^>2 and h(K2)>2. And by
Theorem we have h(KιJ^K2)>3. This completes the proof of the proposition. •

Figure 3
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Proof of Propostion 2. By Theorem 3 of [5], we have t(Kn)=2 and
t(Kn#K)=2 for any 2-bridge knot K. Hence by Fact, 2<h(Kn)<3 and 2 <
h(Kn#K)<3. If h(KM#K)=2, then by Theorem, we have h{Ku)=l> a con-
tradiction. Hence we have h(Kn$K)=2.

Suppose h(Kn)=2. Then there is a genus two Heegaard surface JF of
S3 containing Kn. Then we have the following two cases.

Case 1 : K„ is a separating loop in F.
In this case, Kn bounds a punctured torus in S3. Then by Ch. 8 of [8],

the degree of the Alexander polynomial of Kn is at most two. However, the deg-
ree of the Alexander polynomial of Kn is 2w+10. This is a contradiction, and
hence Case 1 does not occur. Since the calculation of the Alexander polynomial
is a routine matter, we leave it to the readers.

Case 2 : Kn is a non-separating loop in F.
Since, the orientation preserving mapping class group of F is generated by

Dehn twists along the loops au bly a^, b2 and a3 indicated in Figure 4 ([3]), Kn

is an image of the loop aλ after a sequence of the Dehn twists. This shows
that the orientation preserving involution h of S3 indicated in Figure 4 fixes
Kn setwise, and reverses the orientation of Kn (cf. [1] and [10]). Then by the
proof of Theorem 3 of [5], we have a contradiction. This completes the proof
of the proposition. •

Figure 4

2. Proof of Theorem

Lemma 2. Let V be a solid torus in S3 and K a non-trivial knot in S3

contained in dV. If K intersects a meridian of V more than once algebraically,
then K is prime.

Proof of Lemma 2. Put dV=F. Let S be a 2-sphere in *S3 intersecting
K in two points. Then we may assume that each component of S f]F is
a loop and that #(*S Π F) is minimum among all 2-spheres ambient isotopic
rel. K to S, where #(•) denotes the number of the components. Since S
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intersects K in two points, we have the following two cases (see Figure 5).

C a s e I i i S n F = C 3 c U C 1 U - U C l i

Case II : S f]F=Cf UCfUQU - UCΛ,
where Of (z—0, 1, 2) is a loop intesecting K and C{ ( i = l , 2, •••, w) is a loop not
intersecting K.

Case I Case II

Figure 5

Claim 1 : There is no component of {Cf }*»i which is innermost in S.
Proof. Suppose there is an innermost component of {C,-}?.!, say Ok, and

let D be the disk in S bounded by Ck such that Df](S ΠF-Ck)=0. Then
D is a disk properly embedded in V or in cl(S3— V). By the minimality of
#(SΓ)F)y D is essential in V or in d(S3-V). If 2) is in F, then Z> is a meri-
dian disk of V. Then by the hypothesis of the lemma, D intersects K> a con-
tradiction. If D is in cl(S3—V), then dD is a prefered longitude of V. Then
by the hypothesis of the lemma, D intersects K, a contradiction. This com-
pletes the proof of the claim.

Calim 2 : Case II does not occur.
Proof. Suppose we are in Case II. Then by Claim 1, Cf bounds a

disk in 5, say D, such that Df](S Γ\F— C?)=0. Since dD (=Cf) intersects
K in a single point, D is a non-separating disk properly embedded in V or
in cl(S3— V). If D is in F, then D is a meridian disk of V. This contradicts
the hypothesis of the lemma. If D is in cl(S3— V), then V is an unknotted
solid torus. Then K is a (n, l)-torus knot for some integer n. Hence K is
a trivial knot, a contradiction. This completes the proof of the claim.

Suppose we are in Case I. By Claim 1, we have S f)F=Cf. Let Dx

and D2 be the two disks in S bounded by Cf. We may assume that D1 is in
V. If i>i is a meridian disk of V, then since a core of V intersects Dx in a sin-
gle point, AS is a non-separating 2-sphere in S3, a contradiction. Hence Dx

is a separating disk in V. Then Dx is isotopic rel. ΘA to a disk in 3F, say
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D. Let B be the 3-ball in S3 bounded by 5 containing D. Then (5, B Π K) is
a trivial ball pair because B f]K is an arc properly embedded in DdB. This
completes the proof of the lemma. •

Lemma 3. Let (Vx, V2; F) be a genus two Heegaard splitting of S3 and
K a non-trivial knot in S3 contained in F. Suppose there is a non-separating
disk properly embeded in Vx> say D, such that Df]K consists of at most one point.
Then K is prime.

Proof of Lemma 3. Let N(D) be a regular neighborhood of D in Vx such
that N(D) Π if = 0 or an arc according as D Π K=0 or a point.

Case I : N(D)f]K=0.
Put V=cl(Vx—N(D)). Then V is a solid torus and K is a knot in 9F.

Since if is a non-trivial knot, K intersects a meridian of V algebraically. If
K intersects a meridian of V more than once algebraically, then by Lemma 2,
K is prime.

Suppose K intersects a meridian of V in a single point. Then K is am-
bient isotopic to a core of V, say K'. Since V1 is obtained by attaching a 1-
handle N(D) to V, and S3—VX=V2 is a handlebody, we see that Kf is a tunnel
number one knot. Thenj since tunnel number one knots are prime ([7]), Kf

is prime. Hence K is prime. This completes the proof of Case I.
Crse II : N{D) Π K is an arc.
Put a=cl(K-N(D)) and clidN^-dV^D^ D2. Then a is an arc in

dVx connecting the disks Dx and D2. Let N(D1 U D2U a) be a regular neigh-
borhood o f A U A U α in Vx and put rf(9iV(AUZ)2Ua)—9^)=/)?UDίUJE,
where Z)f is a disk parallel to Z)t (/==1, 2). Then 2? is a disk properly embedded
in Vι which splits Vx into two solid tori N(D U if) and W, where ΛΓ(β U K) is a
regular neighborhood of D U if in Vx and ί F = cl{Vx-N(D U if)). Then since if
is isotopic to a core of W, K is a tunnel number one knot. Hence if is prime,
and this completes the proof of the lemma. •

Proof of Theorem. Put K=K$K2. Let (Vl9 V2;F) be a genus two
Heegaard splitting of *S3 whose Heegarrd surface contains if, and let S be a
2-sphere which gives the non-trivial connected sum of if. We may assume
that each component of S f] F is a loop and that #(*S Π F) is minimum among all
2-sρheres ambient isotopic rel. if to S. Then similarly to the proof of Lem-
ma 2, we have the following two cases (see Figure 5).

Case I : S nF=C$\J CX\J - U Cn

Case II : S Π F = d * U C2*U CX\J - U Cw,
where C* (ί=0, 1, 2) is a loop interescting if and C{ (i=ly 2, •••, n) is a loop

not intersecting if.
Claim 1: There is no component of {C, }ίβi which is innermost in *S.
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Proof. Suppose there is an innermost component of {Cf }Jβi, say Cky and
let D be the disk in S bounded by Ck such that Df]{S ΠF-Ck) = 0. Then
we may assume that D is a disk properly embedded in Vλ. By the minimality
of #(AS Γ\F), D is an essential disk in Vx. If D is a non-separating disk of Vu

then by Lemma 3 K is prime, a contradiction. If D splits Fi into two solid tori,
say Wι and W2. Then we may assume that K is contained in Wx. Let Z)' be
a meridian disk of W2 with Z>'ΠZ)=0. Then 2)' is a non-separating disk of
Vι such that £>' Πi£=0. Then by Lemma 3, K is prime. This contradiction
completes the proof of the claim.

Claim 2 : Case II does not occur.
Proof. Suppose we are in Case II. Then by Claim 1, C? bounds a disk

in S, say Z>, such that Df](S Γ\F— Cf) = 0. Then we may assume that D is
properly embedded in Vx. Since dD(=Cf) intersects K in a single point,
D is a non-separating disk of Vly and satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 3.
Hence K is prime. This contradiction completes the proof of the claim.

Now suppose we are in Case I. By Claim 1, we have S C\F=C$. Let
Di and D2 be the two disks in S bounded by Cf. We may assume that D{ is
contained in V{ (i=l, 2). For ί=\ or 2, if D{ is a non-separating disk in Vh

then since a core of a handle of V£ intersects D{ in a single point, *S is a non-
separating 2-sρhere in *S3, a contradiction. Hence both Dx and D2 are separat-
ing disks in Vλ and in V2 respectively. This shows that both Kλ and K2 are con-
tained in genus one Heegaard surfaces and completes the proof of Theorem. •
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